
How containers contain



What is a container?

● Containers create an isolated environment for an application or 

group of applications

● Containers all share the same kernel but can have their own 

process space, network stack, mounts and users/UIDs 

● Containers do not virtualize an entire PC and operating system
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● Chroot - Offers contained file structure

● Kernel namespaces - Offer segmentation of process space, 
network stack and more…

● Cgroups - Allow resource restrictions to be placed on processes / 
groups of processes

● Kernel capabilities - Allows fine grained control of root privileges 
for a process or group of process 

Containers use the following technology:



The containers PIDs are visible from the host

What do containers look like?



Chroot

● Chroot is an operation that changes the apparent root directory 

for the current running process and their children

● Since the processes will be restricted to that root directory it 

must be populated with any necessary files for a process to run

● The chroot wrapper can be used to create chroots



← Find  absolute path to binary

← List all libraries the binary is linked to and depends upon

← Create test directory to move binary and libraries into
← Create dirs matching the locations of the binary and libs in test 

← Copy libs / binary into new dir structure

← Repeat

← Chroot into dir and view all visible files with find



Kernel Namespaces

● Namespaces are a feature of the Linux kernel that isolate and 
virtualizes system resources for a collection of processes. 

● Examples of resources that can be isolated and virtualized include 
process IDs, hostnames, user IDs, network access, interprocess 
communication, and filesystems.



● cgroup - Cgroup namespaces virtualize the view of a process's cgroups

● mnt - Controls which  mount points are exposed to a namespace

● pid - provides processes with an independent view of PIDs

● net - virtualizes the network stack providing a private set of IP addresses, routing table, 

socket listing, connection tracking table, firewall, and other network-related resources

● ipc - isolates processes from inter process communication

● uts - provides different host & domain names to processes

● user - provides both privilege isolation and user identification 



How namespaces are controlled
● Namespaces are controlled using the namespace API and various 

files in /proc
○ The namespace API consists of the following sys calls:

■ clone - Used to create new processes, if flags are set the process is 
created with a new new namespace for the enabled flags

■ setns - Used to join a process to an existing namespace
■ unshare - Used to create new or move existing processes into namespaces

○ The /proc files
■ Each process has a /proc/[pid]/ns/ subdirectory containing one entry for 

each namespace
● /proc/[pid]/ns/cgroup
● /proc/[pid]/ns/ipc
● /proc/[pid]/ns/mnt
● /proc/[pid]/ns/net
● /proc/[pid]/ns/pid
● /proc/[pid]/ns/user
● /proc/[pid]/ns/uts



View namespaces



In  Linux  3.7  and  earlier,  these  files were visible as hard links. Since Linux 
3.8, they appear as symbolic links.  If two  processes  are in   the   same   
namespace,   then   the   inode   numbers   of  their /proc/[pid]/ns/xxx 

symbolic links will be the same



unshare wrapper

● There is a Linux binary named “unshare” which is a wrapper for the 
unshare syscall

● Unshares the indicated namespaces from the parent process and 
then executes the specified program

● Namespaces are created when unshare is given the supplied option 
such as: --ipc --mount --net --pid --uts --user --cgroup 







Cgroups
● A Linux kernel feature that limits the resource usage (CPU, 

memory, disk I/O, network, etc.) of a collection of processes

● In addition to resource limiting cgroups also offer prioritization, 
accounting (measuring and tracking resource usage), and control 
meaning the ability to “freeze” a group of processes

● The kernel's cgroup interface is provided through a 
pseudo-filesystem called cgroupfs



● CPU - This CPU system is often used to restrict a set of processes to a specific number of CPUs or 

amount of “CPU time”

● Memory - The memory subsystem controls memory allocation and limits for a group of processes. 

Limits can be hard, soft and have “pressure” applied

● BLKIO - The BLKIO controls disk read or write speeds, operations per second, queue controls, wait 

times and other operations on an associated major and minor numbered block device. 

● Devices - The devices cgroup subsystem is typically a whitelist, formatted for devices based on type

● Network - provide a method to tag network packets with a “classid” value. This can be applied or 

acted upon by iptables for packet filtering and quality of service

● Freezer - allows a cgroup of tasks to be “frozen” by essentially sending a SIGSTOP signal and later 

“unfrozen” or “thawed” by sending a corresponding SIGCONT signal.

Cgroup subsystems



How cgroups are controlled
● Many of the command line tools work by modifying the default /sys/fs/cgroup 

directory creating, removing or changing flat files within these directories.

● A new cgroup is created by creating a directory within a subsystem of the cgroup 
filesystem

● When a new directory is created within a subsystem it is auto-populated with a 
collection of files that allow you to configure the subsystem settings for the new 
cgroup

● A process may be moved to this cgroup by writing its PID into the cgroup's “tasks” file



View cgroups



Cgroups demo



Kernel Capabilities
● Capabilities divide system access into logical groups that may be 

individually granted to, or removed from, different processes

● When a process is created it is given a set of capabilities from the 
kernel. These capabilities tell the process what it can and cannot 
do

● A child created via fork(2) inherits copies of its parent's
       capability sets

Kirby



CAP_AUDIT_CONTROL
CAP_AUDIT_WRITE
CAP_BLOCK_SUSPEND
CAP_CHOWN
CAP_DAC_OVERRIDE
CAP_FSETID
CAP_FOWNER
CAP_IPC_OWNER
CAP_IPC_LOCK
CAP_KILL
CAP_LEASE
CAP_LINUX_IMMUTABLE
CAP_MAC_OVERRIDE
CAP_MAC_ADMIN
CAP_DAC_READ_SEARCH
CAP_MKNOD
CAP_NET_ADMIN
CAP_NET_RAW
CAP_NET_BIND_SERVICE

CAP_NET_BROADCAST
CAP_SETUID
CAP_SETGID
CAP_SYS_ADMIN
CAP_SETPCAP
CAP_SETFCAP
CAP_SYSLOG
CAP_SYS_BOOT
CAP_SYS_CHROOT
CAP_SYS_NICE
CAP_SYS_RESOURCE
CAP_SYS_RAWIO
CAP_SYS_PACCT
CAP_SYS_MODULE
CAP_SYS_PTRACE
CAP_SYS_TIME
CAP_SYS_TTY_CONFIG
CAP_WAKE_ALARM

http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man7/capabilities.7.html



How Kernel Capabilities are controlled
● A process has a set of bitmaps. Each capability is

implemented as a bit in each of these bitmaps which is either set or
unset.  When a process tries to do a privileged operation, the
operating system will check the appropriate bit in the effective set
of the process (instead of checking whether the effective uid of the
process i 0 as is normally done). 

● capabilities are set when a processes is created, child processes inherit the 
capabilities of their parents

● setcap can be used to add capabilities to a process

● getcap can be used to read a processes current capabilities



Capability Sets

● Effective - the capabilities used by the kernel to perform permission checks for the 
thread.

● Permitted - the capabilities that the thread may assume. If a thread drops a capability 
from its permitted set, it can never re-acquire that capability (unless it exec()s a 
set-user-ID-root program).

● Inheritable - the capabilities preserved across an execve(2). A child created via fork(2) 
inherits copies of its parent's capability sets.

 



View kernel capabilities



Attempt to start nginx as normal user fails

Grant cap_net_bind_service capability to the nginx binary

Attempt to start nginx as normal user now works



Instant container

← Create directory for container
← Create FS

← Start, no init (like single user mode)

← Set root password

← Shutdown container

← Boot container with init

(sloppy and non persistent)





Resources:
https://www.nccgroup.trust/us/our-research/understanding-and-hardening-linux-co
ntainers/

http://www.haifux.org/lectures/299/netLec7.pdf

http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man7/namespaces.7.html

http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man1/unshare.1.html

http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man2/chroot.2.html

http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man7/cgroups.7.html

http://blog.siphos.be/2013/05/overview-of-linux-capabilities-part-3/

https://sysadmincasts.com/episodes/14-introduction-to-linux-control-groups-cgrou
ps

https://www.nccgroup.trust/us/our-research/understanding-and-hardening-linux-containers/
https://www.nccgroup.trust/us/our-research/understanding-and-hardening-linux-containers/
https://www.nccgroup.trust/us/our-research/understanding-and-hardening-linux-containers/
http://www.haifux.org/lectures/299/netLec7.pdf
http://www.haifux.org/lectures/299/netLec7.pdf
http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man7/namespaces.7.html
http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man7/namespaces.7.html
http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man1/unshare.1.html
http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man1/unshare.1.html
http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man2/chroot.2.html
http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man2/chroot.2.html
http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man7/cgroups.7.html
http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man7/cgroups.7.html
http://blog.siphos.be/2013/05/overview-of-linux-capabilities-part-3/
http://blog.siphos.be/2013/05/overview-of-linux-capabilities-part-3/
https://sysadmincasts.com/episodes/14-introduction-to-linux-control-groups-cgroups
https://sysadmincasts.com/episodes/14-introduction-to-linux-control-groups-cgroups
https://sysadmincasts.com/episodes/14-introduction-to-linux-control-groups-cgroups
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